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Shelley Residential is a modern real estate agency
on a mission to make the home buying and selling
simple, quick and seamless. 

By placing customers’ needs at the centre of
everything they do, from the use of innovative
technology to recruiting only the most able real
estate professionals in the industry, Shelley
Residential aim to redefine the real estate
experience.

CHALLENGES FACED

Shelley Residential
increases web-leads
by over 31% with
human-led live chat

ABOUT SHELLEY RESIDENTIAL

Generate more high quality leads
each month for the sales team,
using the website visitors already
being driven to the Shelley
Residential website.

Customer experience is a core
element of the Shelley Residential
proposition. Any on-site customer
communications had to effectively
replicate the way the Shelley team
would speak to prospects.

Brand Tone of Voice

Leads generated through live chat
had to be of better quality than
leads the business was able to
acquire through property platforms
and other sources to justify
diverting marketing spend.

Return on Investment

          What has most impressed me about
CommVersion’s live chat service is the quality
of the leads it generates. 

The chat agents ask a series of qualifying
questions which not only mean that our team
have great context when we pick up the
phone to call prospects, but also that many
customer support questions are managed for
us so we can focus where we are most
needed.

The return on investment has been through
the roof and the best part is that we are only
charged for the qualified leads we receive.

1 Lead Volumes

Scott Allnatt
Co-founder/Managing Director

https://commversion.com/?utm_campaign=shelleyresidential%20&utm_medium=pdf&utm_source=&casestudy
https://www.shelley.co.za/


In the 4-months since launch, 31%
more qualified website leads have

been generated. 

SEO benefits were immediately
demonstrated with a 11.42%

reduction in website ‘bounce rate’,
a 29.88% increase in ‘Average

Session" and an 18.44% increase in
"Page Session" duration (key

Google indexing metrics).

Live chat generated leads have
converted at a significantly higher

rate than leads acquired from other
sources (website leads are typically
rank highest for customer intent and

relevance), supporting the strong
business case for human-led chat.

Customer satisfaction scores (CSAT)
were over 93%, delivering on the need

to deliver high quality customer
engagements.

The Commversion Customer Success Team
began by identifying the questions which
would most frequently be asked by website
visitors and the best responses to these.
CommVersion chat agents were then trained
on the Shelley Residential website, before the
service went live for a two-week trial period. 

During this time, the Commversion team used
real-world interaction data to identify the
most valuable pages on the website for live
chat to be deployed. 

Throughout the trial, all leads were sent
directly to Scott (Shelley’s MD) for review and
onward distribution to the sales team.

OUR SOLUTION

Successful trial demonstrated
proof of concept

Material increase in qualified
leads generated for sales

Simple implementation,
managed by CommVersion

RESULTS

Mason
Support Agent

. . . Welcome to Live Chat

Mason 14:17
Hi, can I help you with your house
search today?

Write a message...|



Shelley Residential's sales and marketing
team are able to see all live chat KPI’s
through CommVersion dashboard.

Through a simple integration, leads 
can automatically populate into an
existing CRM system. 

OUR DASHBOARD & CRM
INTEGRATION

sales@commversion.com

TRUSTED BY THE BEST

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT...

Learn More About SmartChat
commversion.com

"Prompt response
and clear on
everything."

"Helen was very helpful" "Very efficient and to
the point."

"Quick and helpful!!!" "Very prompt and
responsive!!!"

"Trust-worthy
service."

"Awesome interactive
service."

"Great service!!!"

"Helped me with the exact information that I needed."
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